In some sense b is analogous to a, with S^actions replaced by S^actions, but only outside the " world 5) of the prime number 2.
REMARK E. -The topological equivalence of differentiable free S 1 (resp. S^-actions on homotopy spheres, implies their (differentiable) free S 1 (resp. S^-cobordism but not their differentiable free S 1 (resp. S 3 )-equivalence.
STATEMENT F. -There exist oriented differentiable spin-manifolds M*ŵ ith non-trivial topological S 1 -action and A (M 4 ") ^z z 0.
Theorems A and B are derived using the functorialized form of the Browder-Novikov theory (due to Denis Sullivan). This theory has been previously applied to differentiable free S 1 (resp. S 3 )-actions by Hsiang [7] , who proved the existence of at least one homotopy sphere IP^1^ n ^ 3 (resp. one homotopy sphere S 4 " 4 ' 3 , n^2) with infinitely many differentiable free S 1 (resp. S^-actions, topologically nonequivalent. The main progress represented by theorems A and B lies in their main corollary, namely : S 2^1 {n ^ 3) (resp. S 4^3 (n ^ 2)) has infinitely many topologically nonequivalent differentiable free S 1 (resp. S^-actions. At the same time they give a partial answer to problem 2 in (G. E. Bredon and C. N. Lee, p. 235 [10] ). We should note that theorem A for n = 3 has been previously proved by Montgomery and Yang [9] by rather different methods.
Theorem C is derived as a consequence of a nice suggestion of Denis Sullivan to reconsider the old Thorn's definition of rational Pontrjagin classes of polyhedral rational hornology manifolds {see also Milnor [8] ). It can be also recovered by using the Atiy ah-Singer invariant associated to a differentiable free S^-action; here, however, we prefer to use the more topological method, apparently simpler.
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Statement F is a consequence of the methods and computations used in the previous sections. This statement can be of some interest if we notice that Atiyah and Hirzebruch [1] have shown that any differentiable oriented spin-manifold which admits a non-trivial differentiable S 1 -action has A (M '^) = 0. By statement F, one gets examples of differentiable oriented spin-manifolds showing that :
(1) The Atiyah-Hirzebruch result is not true in the TOP-category, although A is still defined.
(2) There exists a compact differentiable manifold whose topological group of all homeomorphisms contains a compact connected Lie group, while that of all diffeomorphisms (with the C'-topology) does NOT.
Important :
When no confusion could occur we simplify the notation omitting the (< indexes 9? ; for instance instead of X^, X^ we shall write Xâ nd instead K^, K^ we shall write K^ or K, or only Ka or K,.
REVIEW OF SULLIVAN'S THEORY AND THE SUBGROUP G (M). -In this
section we briefly review the Sullivan exact sequences which functorialises the Browder-Novikov theory, and the homotopy type of H/Top. Our contribution consists only in the definition of the subgroup G (M 4^) C^M 4^; H/0] which will be very important for the computations below and whose main property is pointed out by proposition 1.5.
We will follow the standard notation 0, Top, H, H/0, H/Top {see [13] ) recalling that all these space are oo-loop spaces and all the natural maps 0 -> Top -> H -> H/0 -> H/Top are maps in the category of oo-loop spaces [16] . We use " d ?? for differentiable, " t " for topological and when we treat two of them simultaneously, we use " c 5? for (< d " or u t" and C for 0 or Top. Thus a diffeomorphism (homeomorphism), will be referred to as a ^-automorphism ((-automorphism).
Following Sullivan, for any compact c-manifold (M", ^M") with possible empty ^M, one defines 'Sc (M^) (respectively "Sc (M^, ^M")) as the equivalence (concordance) classes of homotopy equivalences h: (N", ^N") -> (M' 1 , ^M") (respectively homotopy equivalences A, which restricts on ^N to a c-automorphism).
Two homotopy equivalences hi : (N? 
where P, = Z, 0, Z., 0 as n = 0, 1, 2, 3 (mod 4); A, verifies /^.p^ == X^, and A,^ is a group-homomorphism for n ^ 0 (mod 4). We will give below the explicit definition of A,^.
where 6^ (^n) is the subgroup of 9^ (the group of homotopy spheres) consisting of the elements which bound Ti-manifolds, hence Qn (<^) 7^ 0 only for n odd. In fact Sn is derived from the natural action of Qn on ' §d (M, ^M), which is obviously defined using the connected sum (recall Qn = 'Sd (S 71 )). Sn is given by the action of Qn (^), on the based point * of ^ (M, ^M).
Let P = Qn (^71) if c = d and P = -k if c = t. (ii) 7-odd./* and r^.g are homotopic.
Sullivan has shown (combining with Kirby-Siebenmann results [6] ) that It is not obvious that ^+2 is a group homomorphism, however, special properties of the classes ^4/04-2 resulting from the product formula for the Kervaire-Arf invariant [11] implŷ However we will define a subgroup G Proof. -Using the definitions of G (M 471 ) and P, we easily check the equivalence of (i), (ii), (iii) (iv) : and if we denote G' (M"*) = Ker (Au.:
-m-
In spite of its lack of geometric meaning the estimation of dinio (G (M 471 ) (^)z Q) will be very important in the proof of the theorems A and B, namely it will alow us to get estimates of the cardinality of some subsets of2^(M, ^M) and Srf (M).
S 1 AND S^-ACTIONS AND THE HOMOTOPY THEORETICAL EQUIVALENCE
OF VARIOUS CLASSIFICATIONS PROBLEMS. -In this section, the problem of the classification of diflerentiable (topological) free S 1 (resp. S^-actions on a homotopy sphere 2^ will be reduced to a homotopy theoretic problem; also from the existence of a differentiable rational free S 1 (resp. S^-cobordism between two differentiable free S 1 (resp. S^-actions, we derive the equality of the Pontrjagin numbers of their characteristic maps.
Assume G to be S 1 or S 3 , the compact Lie groups of complex numbers z with z = 1, respectively of quaternionic numbers w with |] w || == 1. Before passing to definitions we invite the reader to keep in mind the conventions from the beginning of the introduction ( §0). 
(ii) T (e, x) = x, where <( e " is the unit element of G;
If M' 1 is a manifold with boundary, condition (ii) implies that the boundary is invariant under the action, hence one can consider the restriction of the action to the boundary.
The triple (G, T, M.' 1 ) will be called a G-manifold, and the triple (G, T/GX^M, ^M) will be called the boundary of the G-manifold (G, T, M) (and will be denoted by 0 (G, T, M")). DEFINITION 2.2. -a. Two differentiable (topological) G-manifolds (G, T/, Mf), i = 1, 2, are called differentiably or topologically equivalent, iff there exists an orientation preserving (Lie) group homomorphism a : G -> G, and a diffeomorphism, respectively homeomorphism, h: &. If in definition 2.2 &. one replaces G-manifold by " free G-manifold " respectively <( rationally free G-manifold 5? we get the corresponding notion of " . . . free G-cobordism " respectively (< . . . rationally free G-cobordism ".
Notice that for G = S 1 the notion of (< rationally free " is equivalent to the notion of " fixed point free 9? . Let (G, T, M") be a differentiable (topological) free G-manifold; since M n^Mn /G is a principal G-bundle, it is completely classified by its " characteristic map 
( 2 ) ~ means homotopic.
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Let us denote the set of all such equivalence classes of pairs by "Actr espectively "Act^ (the diflerentiable, respectively topological, case). Notice two differentiable (topological) free G-manifolds (G, T\, M^), i = 1, 2 are differentiably (topologically) free G-cobordant iff the pairs M^/G -^ BG and M;/GABG define the same element in U^nc (BG) (Q^c (BG)), the oriented differentiable (topological) bordism of the space BG.
We have the following commutative diagram
the maps co^ and ^ being surjective.
(c) is obvious because of the nullity of the homotopy groups of 2^ up to dimension n -1. a and & follow from easy spectral sequence arguments (see for instance [7] ).
Therefore if we choose a fixed differentiable (topological) free G-action on the homotopy sphere 2^, (G, To, 2^) the characteristic map f^: 2^/G -> BG defines a map
which by (c) is clearly injective, and the diagram
is commutative. Hence we have PROPOSITION 2.6.
-The equivalence classes of differentiable (topological) free G-actions on homotopy spheres of dimension n, can be identified witĥ
(^/G) (MW)). It is relatively easy to check that ^ (2^/G) (S< (^/G)) have infinite cardinality and that the map ^ (2^/G) -> S, (2^/G) (n-dim G ^ 6) has finite fibres by applying the Sullivan exact sequences from paragraph 1.
The first statement is already proved in [7] and the second one is a straightforward consequence of the finiteness of 6^ and of [2^/G; Top/0] (wich is finite because FJ/G is a finite CW complex and Top/0 has finite homotopy groups [6] , [17] ).
In the differentiable case we are not interested in all actions on all homotopy spheres but in that subset of 2^ (2^/G) which corresponds to the actions on the homotopy sphere 2^ ^e t us denote this (base pointed) subset by S^0 (2;/G).
We will try to characterize the base pointed set S^ (2^/G) in such a way as to make possible the estimation of its cardinality.
We start with Bo -> 2^/G, the differentiable disc bundle associated to the fibration 2 7 ; -> 2^/G of the differentiable free G-manifold (G, To, S^). (The dimension of the fiber is 2 for G = S 1 and 4 for G = S 3 .) Bo is then a differentiable manifold whose boundary is S^* Of course, the disc bundle Bo -> S^/G defines a base point preserving map % : 2^ (2^/G) -> S^ (Bo) and one checks using the explicit defination of K^0 and K"° that the following diagram is commutative :
Recall that % is defined as follows ^ {f : M -> r;/G) =^{f) : M -> Bo where M is the total space of the pullback of the differentiable disc bundle Bo -> 2^/G by a differentiable representative of /, and ^ (/*) is then the corresponding covering map which is a homotopy equivalence of pairs %(/'):(M,^M)->(Bo,^Bo). To simplify the notation we will write oCP^__i respectively oHP^_^ for 2^/G if G == S 1 respectively G = S 3 , and oCP/^i respectively oHP^^ for 2 4 Bo if G = S 1 respectively S 3 . We consider the following diagrams, where the right vertical lines are given by the exact sequence of the pair (o...P...,^D...) ( 4 ).
t ) By ^ we denote the suspension. 
which occurs in the Puppe-sequence of ^oOP/^i -oCP/,+i.
One checks easily the commutativity of the triangle using the definitions of t, X and A.
According to Sullivan, all horizontal lines are exact sequences of sets (see § 1) and by homotopy arguments the vertical lines are exact sequences, the left ones of pointed sets and the right ones of abelian groups.
The diagrams will allow us to get good estimates of the cardinality of S^7 01 (2^/G) as will be explained in the next section.
Next, we would like to make some comments on the case of the differentiable (topological) rationally free G-actions.
We consider then the maps
where hi, denotes the projections on the /c-th Postnikov term in the Postnikov decomposition of CP^ f^ich happens to be K (Z, 2)] respectively of HP,. h^ is a homotopy equivalence, ^4 and h are rational homotopy equivalences (this means they induce an isomorphism for the homotopy groups tensored with Q over Z, and then for rational cohomology).
Assume one has a rationally free differentiable G-manifold (G, T, ]VT class seH^M/G; Q) if G == S 3 , which, in the particular cases of free actions, represent the rational Euler class of the oriented fibre bundles M -> M/G. The existence of the class £ comes from the Leray spectral sequence for cohomology with rational coefficients associated to the projection M -> M/G. As far rational cohomology is concerned M -M/G ressembles a fibre bundle with spheres as fibres. In fact the map M -> M/G is surjective and the fiber at any point is a rational homology sphere, namely the homogeneous space G/G.z. where G^ is a finite subgroup. If G = S 1 , G/Gx is homeomorphic to S 1 and if G = S 3 it is homeomorphic to S^G^., which is always an oriented differentiable manifold with the property that S 3 -> S^G^ induces an isomorphism for rational cohomology. Moreover, if we are concerned with cohomology with rational coefficients the Leray spectral sequence of M -> M/G gives a spectral sequence which converges to ^ H* (M; Q) whose E 2 is equal to H* (M/G; £\ Here £ denotes the local coefficient system defined by attaching to any point x^M/G the group H* (p-1 {x)', Q) {see appendix 1), and because the action is orientation preserving, £ is the trivial local system. Following similar arguments in [5] we can prove the existence of the Euler rational class, which is the standard one, if the action of G is free.
Representing the rational cohomology of M/G as homotopy classes of maps of M/G into K (Q; ...), the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces, to any differentiable free G-manifold we attach a pair M/G -/^ K (Q, i) (i == 2, respectively 4 if G == S 1 respectively S 3 ), where M/G is a polyhedral oriented rational homology manifold.
We recall that the triangulability of the space of orbits of a differentiable action of a compact Lie group on a differentiable manifold is proved in [15] .
If -In this section we will prove the theorems A and B, but first we will point out the main steps of these proofs. As we have seen in paragraph 2, proposition 2.6, the equivalence classes of differentiable free G-actions on the homotopy sphere 2^ identifies to S^0 1 (2^/G), which by proposition 2.7 identifies to Ker(^.%). The main diagrams and their exacteness on the horizontal and vertical lines allow us to identify, in diagram (1), Ker ^.% to Ker (A^An^* /Ker L^A, and If G = S 1 and n = 7 or n = 9 we will check directly that in diagram (1), /Ker A^_AH [L^ /Ker An+i\ is infinite; we will deduce that from the simple remark that the equation dx 1 -}-ex -}-fy = 0 with d?, e, f integers, has infinitely many solutions {x, y), x, 2/eZ (theorem 3.2).
In the next step, knowing that (Ker A. . .)H[^ (KerX. . .) is infinite we have to show that one can choose inside this set an infinite number of elements corresponding to actions which are not topologically equivalent, and also an infinite number of elements corresponding to actions which are not free cobordant (they are not even rationally free cobordant by the theorem C which will be proved in paragraph 4). This will be done by theorem, 3.3. Remark, -It seems possible that arguments similar to those used for the case G = S 1 , n = 7, 9, will work for G = S 3 , n = 11, 15, and then, theorem B would be true for M=4/c+3,A'^2. The proof of (a) and (&) are based on the following remark : if G is a finitely generated abelian group and Gi and Ga subgroups of G, then
Proof of (a). -Assume k ===• 2 p. Denote by mi == G' (oCP^)n^ (Ker ^4-2) and recall from paragraph 1 that Af^ is a group homomorphism. Therefore G' (oCP^) and [^ (Ker ^+2) aresub groups of [oCPsp; H/O], finitely generated abelian group, hence 
Since in the diagram (2) the upper right triangle is commutative, (0 Q is an isomorphism, and the right vertical line is exact, it follows that * 0 Q is injective on G 7 (oHP/^J. Consequently the last term of the previous inequality is greater than or equal to this proves (2) . (1) Proof, of (a). -In proposition 2.5 we have established that S^/G and 2^/G are homotopy equivalent (2.5; rf), and both i./*i and i.f^ as characteristic maps of the principal fibrations 2^ -> ^JG = Mi and 2^ -^ 2^/G = Ma, induce isomorphisms of cohomology groups in dimension ^-n -dim G (2.5; c). As the cohomology ring H* (BG; Za) is a polynomial ring in the generator ^H^BG; Za) with k == 2 (resp. 4) if G == S 1 (resp. S 3 ) and (i/^)* (2;) represents the generator of H* (S^/G; Za), 7 = 1, 2, one clearly checks that the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of i./*i and i.f^ are equal.
Proof of (&). -We will show first that T (^i) = T (^2) implies 9 (^i) = 9 (^). Notice that T (^) == T (^2) implies that K (^i) (K (^s))"
1 is an element of finite order in K/G; H/0]; hence denoting by g2 a homotopy inverse of /' 2 and using the Sullivan^ explicit definition of K [13] , one concludes that (^./'i)* (p.i W) = p,i (Mi). Proof of Theorem C. --Let (G, Ti, F;) and (G, T^, 2^) be two differentiable free G-actions on the homotopy spheres 2^ and 2^, and let f^ : 2^/G -> BG and f^ : 2^/G -> BG be their characteristic maps (see § 2).
By proposition 3.4 (a) the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of /*i and ^ are equal and according to proposition 2.8 the rationally free G-cobordism of these actions implies that the Pontrjagin numbers of f^ and f^ are equal.
As H^ (BG; Z) is torsion free and finitely generated for any /c, /*i and /a are equal in ^-dimG (BG) hence the actions are differentiably free G-cobordant (see § 2).
Q. E. D. In order to prove theorem D we need 
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Proof of Theorem D (a). -We come back to diagram 3 ( §3) in the particular case G = S 3 :
w-
Let (S 3 , Ti, 2:"
3
) and (S 3 , T^ S^3) be two differentiable actions differentiably rationally free S 3 -cobordant whose corresponding elements in -Sd (oHP) are Ei and $2. By Theorem C, 6 (^) = 9 (E.) therefore by proposition 3.4, T (^) = T (^2).
As by proposition 4.1 (a) respectively paragraph 1, T) respectively K< are injective, T (^i) = T (^2) implies u (^i) === u (^2) which (by proposition 2.6) means that the actions are topologically equivalent. y proposition 2.6 and theorem C it suffices to show that
By proposition 3.4 we have
Card (u-(9-1 (9 (Q))) == card (u-(r-1 (r g)))) = card (u (r-' (a;))) with a:-Tg)€[CP,;(H/Top)(Q)]. (2) SnLi==a.L 1 .
Assuming we have checked (1) , (2), (3), (4), (5) applying (3), (4), (5), (2), we get
But Card a. (2), (3), (4) and (5); (1) Proof of (5) . -Itk is odd Li C Im K, (from the Sullivan's exact sequence) and if k is even Sc Im Kf because of (1) by the same argument as in the proof of (4).
Q. E. D. (1) M 47^4 is a differentiable manifolds of the homotopy type of HP/,+i (therefore a spin manifold).
(2) The fixed point set of T consists of two differentiable submanifolds M^ and M^ = point, and the action T is differentiable outside the fixed point M^. To understand how one can build up M 4^4 , we recall from paragraphs 2 and 3 that Ker ^/.H [^ (Ker ^4/^+4) identifies to the equivalence classes of differentiable free S 3 -actions on S 4714 ' 3 , more precisely, the element ae Ker /^A-H [^* (Ker X^/.^^) can be viewed as a homotopy equivalence P -> HP/,, and the pull back of the 4-dimensional disc bundle on HP, gives a differentiable manifold with boundary (B, ^B) on which S 3 acts, such that the restriction of this action on ^B is just the free action corresponding to the element f (see § 2). Because ^B is diffeomorphic to S 471^3 (see § 2) we will construct M 47^4 as BU/, D 4^4 with D 471^4 attached to ^B following a diffeomorphism h : S 17^3 -^ <^B, and we will extend the action on B radially on D 47^4 (via the diffeomorphism h) and get a S^-action on M. One obtains a differentiable manifold whose differentiable structure depends on h, but not its topological structure, and which clearly satisfies (1) .
As S 1 is a subgroup of S 3 we regard M as topological S 1 -manifold and notice that (2) is also satisfied but not necessarily (3). However, choosing carefully a, one can hope to get M 4^4 so that (3) is also satisfied. In what follows we shall indicate how one can choose a to make sure that (3) is satisfied. In fact instead a we will look for an element We are looking now for the condition which has to be added to make sure that M, constructed from [^ (p), satisfies A (M) ^ 0.
We notice that the manifold obtained from p-* (P) as indicated before, after forgetting its differentiable structure can be thought of as the domain of the homotopy equivalence Because all the numbers which occur as coefficients of A, B, C are rational numbers it is not difficult to see that one can find integer numbers A, B, C In a forthcoming paper we will come back on the problem " which compact connected Lie subgroups of the group of all orientation preserving homeomorphisms are conjugate to compact connected Lie subgroups which come from Diffo (M 71 ) ".
APPENDIX
Let G be a compact connected Lie group acting on the compact differentiable manifold M, possibly with boundary, with finite isotropy groups. Denote by M/G the space of orbits and by p : M -> M/G the continuous map from M to the factor space M/G and consider £^ the sheaf associated to the presheaf defined by attaching to any open set UcM/G the group H* (p~~1 (U); Q) (singular cohomology or Cech cohomology). (1) D is a closed disc.
(2) y and I are inducing isomorphisms of rational cohomology (i. e. the cohomology with coefficients in the field of rational numbers).
(3) The diagram
p-i(v)^>v
DxG -^D is commutative.
We leave the reader himself to check how (1), (2) and (3) imply that C is a locally trivial sheaf.
If x^W/G is an orbit corresponding to the isotropy group 0, the existence of D, / and ; follows from the local trivia.lity of M\P -> (M\P)/G where P is the closed subset of all points i/€M with Gy ^ 0 (Gy denotes the isotropy group of y).
Let x be a point of M such that G^ ^ 0 and x = p {x), According to ( [2] , chap. VIII, theorem 3. Assuming that proposition 2 is proved, we will go on with the proof of theorem 1. Notice that the finite subgroup G^ act on GxD by a (g, u) = (g.a"
1 , a u) and the map % : GxD -> V factors through x :
GxD/G^ -> p~1 (V), which is an homeomorphism [the injectivity follows from (ii)]. By proposition 2 (&), GxD-GxD/G^ induces an isomorphism of rational cohomology, hence '/ does.
Because D is compact and invariant by the action of G^, D -> D/G^V induces also an isomorphism of rational cohomology by proposition 2 (&).
Proof of proposition 2. -According to [15] M/H has a well defined triangulation which can be lifted by p to a well defined triangulation compatible with the action of G. Because [<a]elmag i*, the previous equality says that i* is surjective and combining with (a) we get i* is an isomorphism and (&) is proved.
Q. E. D.
Both theorem 1 and proposition 2 are very well known but I found it easier to give their proofs than to refer to them in the literature.
